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High-Performance Capabilities for 1-Hop

Containment of Network Attacks
Tilman Wolf, Senior Member, IEEE, Sriram Natarajan and Kamlesh T. Vasudevan

Abstract—Capabilities-based networks present a fundamental
shift in the security design of network architectures. Instead of
permitting the transmission of packets from any source to any
destination, routers deny forwarding by default. For a successful
transmission, packets need to positively identify themselves and
their permissions to the router. A major challenge for a high-
performance implementation of such a network is an efficient
design of the credentials that are carried in the packet and the
verification procedure on the router. We present a capabilities
system that uses packet credentials based on Bloom filters. The
credentials are fixed length (independent of the number of routers
that are traversed by the packet) and can be verified by routers
with a few simple operations. This high-performance design of
capabilities makes it feasible that traffic is verified on every router
in the network and most attack traffic can be contained within a
single hop. We present an analysis of our design and a practical
protocol implementation that can effectively limit unauthorized
traffic with only a small per-packet overhead.

Index Terms—network security, off-by-default network, Bloom
filter, data path processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current Internet has been vastly successful in achieving

global connectivity between a large number of diverse net-

works, devices, and users. This success is due to the openness

of the architecture and the general philosophy of allowing

any system to communicate with any other system on the

network. A major shortcoming, however, is the difficulty of

providing inherent security guarantees. To provide authen-

tication, confidentiality, integrity, and availability, a number

of additions have been designed, developed, and deployed.

These approaches range from cryptographic operations on end-

systems and routers (e.g., SSL, VPN tunnels) to dedicated

traffic monitoring and access control (e.g., firewalls, intrusion

detection systems) to defenses against denial of service (DoS)

attacks (e.g., anomaly detection, rate limiting). These exten-

sions provide point solutions in the defense against specific

attacks, but do not address security at an architectural level.
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In some communication scenarios, however, high levels

of inherent and verifiable security are essential (e.g., finan-

cial transactions, military communication, remote medical

procedures, etc.). To provide security guarantees for such

scenarios, it is necessary to design entirely new network

architectures that overcome the shortcomings of the current

Internet. These specialized networks can then be deployed

on a separate infrastructure (e.g., dedicated military network)

or as a virtual network in the future Internet (using network

virtualization [1]).

An important question that we address in this paper is how

to design a network that can inherently guarantee that only

authorized traffic is transmitted. Blocking unauthorized traffic

in the network serves two purposes:

• Protection of end-systems: End-systems may be vulner-

able to DoS attacks and intrusion attacks. Eliminating

attack traffic inside the network can help protect these

systems.

• Protection of infrastructure: The effects of large amounts

of DoS traffic in the network can have detrimental effects

on otherwise unrelated traffic since link resources are

shared. Eliminating DoS traffic inside the network can

reduce these effects.

Thus, it is important that (1) attack traffic does not reach the

end-system and that (2) attack traffic is squelched as close to

the source as possible. The latter is one of the main distinctions

of our work, which focuses on 1-hop containment, i.e., the

elimination of most attack traffic within a single hop from the

source.

Recent proposals for capabilities-based networks have pro-

vided some ideas on the fundamental shift in the design

philosophy of networks by moving from the Internet’s “on-

by-default” principle to an “off-by-default” assumption. In an

off-by-default network, a connection needs to be explicitly

authorized to reach an end-system rather than being allowed

to connect to an end-system by default. Authorization is based

on capabilities, which are tokens that represent authority for

a particular operation. During the connection setup and data

transfer, a connection’s capabilities are validated along the

connection path. Existing designs of these capabilities-based

networks vary in terms of how capabilities are issued, where in

the network capabilities are verified, and how the capabilities

are implemented. One key shortcoming of these approaches

is that verification takes place only at one node (or a small

number of nodes) in the network and thus malicious traffic

can travel several hops, absorb resources, and possibly attack

nodes before being filtered.

In this paper, we present a capabilities-based protocol that
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performs verification on every hop in the network. Our system

is based on a novel design of capabilities, which we call “data

path credentials.” These credentials can be validated easily

in the data path of routers and thus allow high-performance

implementations. Therefore, we can check capabilities on

every hop and effectively contain most attack traffic within

one hop from its source. The specific contributions of this

paper are:

• A design of a deny-by-default architecture that uses

data path credentials to verify packet permissions on

every hop. Credentials are used both in the data path

and the control plane to overcome denial-of-capabilities

vulnerabilities.

• An efficient design of data path credentials based on

Bloom filters that can be used for high-performance net-

works. These credentials are of constant size (independent

of the path length) and difficult to generate (and thus

difficult to fake), but computationally simple to verify

for high-speed forwarding.

• A quantitative study of security guarantees that can be

provided by such an architecture. We show a security

analysis of how well data path credentials can defend

against attacks in unicast, multicast, and network coding

settings. The results allow us to determine a suitable

tradeoff between credentials overhead and security per-

formance.

• Results from a prototype implementation of the proposed

protocol on Emulab that demonstrate the effectiveness

of the proposed approach in defending against denial-of-

service attacks and that show that the overhead and per-

formance degradation from using credentials is limited.

The overall work shows that it is feasible to implement

networks that use a capabilities-based approach to verify

packets on every hop and thus inherently can limit the impact

of malicious traffic.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion II presents related work. Section III states the security

model, introduces the general architecture for credential-based

data paths, and describes its qualitative security properties.

The specific design of scalable credentials using Bloom filter

data structures is then discussed in Section IV. Section V then

describes the quantitative security properties of these creden-

tials and shows how security requirements are met. Section VI

discusses the implementation of data path credentials in a

practical protocol and Section VII presents evaluation results

from a prototype running on Emulab. Section VIII summarizes

and concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Security in computer systems and networks has traditionally

been equaled to information assurance as defined by the

CIA triad of confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity [2].

More recent models have added availability, control, and

utility [3]. In this paper, we focus on assurance issues related

to authentication and availability, which are based on the attack

model described in Section III-A and can be complemented

with cryptographic solutions for confidentiality and integrity.

Capabilities-based networks, which are one example of spe-

cialized networks that focus on security, have been discussed

by Anderson et al. [4], Yaar et al. [5], and Yang et al. [6]

in the context of DoS attacks. Previously, similar ideas have

been proposed by Estrin et al. [7] for controlling packet flows

in networks.

A system design to avoid denial of service attacks based

on the idea of capabilities from [4] has been proposed by

Yang et al. [6] where capabilities are used to authorize and

verify traffic. In capabilities-based networks, traffic needs to

be authorized before it is transmitted, thus providing more

control than in the current Internet, where all traffic is allowed

by default. In previously proposed capabilities-based networks,

capabilities are validated by one or a small number of nodes

along the path. In our design, every node validates packets to

ensure 1-hop containment of malicious traffic. Early detection

and elimination of attack traffic is important to limit its effects

on valid traffic that shares the same networking resources. This

1-hop containment is important in conventional networks, but

even more so in networks with limited bandwidth resources,

such as mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) [8]. In our architec-

ture, we can identify and squelch most malicious traffic within

one hop from its source and thus avoid the consumption of

network resources as this traffic is forwarded to its target.

Another capabilities-based system, SIFF [5], classifies net-

work traffic into privileged and unprivileged traffic, where the

legitimate (privileged) traffic establishes connection using a

capability exchange handshake. However, the length of the

capabilities carried in the legitimate network traffic is not

constant, which is inconvenient in network protocols. Also

the computational overhead for the verification step on the

router is high since it requires the computation of a keyed hash

function (which is equivalent to the worst-case performance

of our system as discussed in Section VII-D). In addition, the

security achieved by SIFF is lower than in our system since

the capability bits used by each router are much fewer than in

our system.

There also exist other variations of network systems that

aim to squelch attack traffic. A router-based approach to DoS

protection is proposed by Huici and Handley [9], where IP

encapsulation is used to tunnel traffic between edge networks.

DoS floods can be identified and squelched at the decap-

sulation point using access control mechanisms. Similarly,

Ballani et al. [10] have proposed the use of access control

rules to allow individual end-systems to inform the network

about which traffic they want (or do not want) to receive. A

network architecture to limit LAN traffic is Ethane proposed

by Casado et al. [11]. Ethane provides fine-grained network

access control for enterprise networks. Access is controlled

by per-flow entries in the forwarding table of an edge switch.

This design works well for the enterprise scenario, but falls

short if access permissions are issued by an entity that does not

have direct control over the forwarding table of a switch. Our

architecture provides a separation between entities that issue

credentials and those that enforce them. Ethane also addresses

the general issue of policies and access permissions. In our

work, we assume a suitable policy controller to be in place

and focus on the issue of how to enforce access control in the
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data path (see Section III-E).

It has been pointed out that capabilities systems are sus-

ceptible to denial of capabilities (DoC) attacks, i.e., denial

of service attacks on the capability-granting subsystem [12].

Recently, Parno et al. developed a solution to DoC attacks

by using proof-of-work to limit an attacker’s capability re-

quests [13]. While our approach is conceptually similar to

previous off-by-default architectures, we introduce several

novel ideas to make this general idea a practical reality. We

consider computationally efficient credentials and show how

they can be applied to unicast, multicast, and network coding

scenarios. In Section V-C, we show that in our architecture

DoC attacks can be isolated to affect only routers close to

the source of attack and thus limit the impact on the overall

network. A complex proof-of-work scheme is not required

since the DoC defense is inherently part of the network design.

Packet marking has been proposed as an alternate mech-

anism to provide defenses against DoS attacks by tracing

back the path of malicious traffic. The marking process can

be probabilistic [14] or deterministic [15]. Packet marking

allows the identification of a traffic source even if an attacker

spoofs protocol addresses. Traceback can also be achieved by

extending routers to maintain records of packets that have

been forwarded [16]. These audit trails can be examined to

determine the source of a packet. Once malicious sources

have been identified, they can be actively filtered as proposed

in [17]. The process of packet marking, traffic analysis, and

explicit blocking is reactive rather than proactive as in the case

of capabilities-based networks.

The data path credentials that we propose in this work

are based on Bloom filters. Bloom filters were introduced by

Burton Bloom in 1970 [18] and found a number of applications

in network systems [19], [20]. We adapt Bloom filters for

the use with what we call credentials. These credentials are

derived from cryptographic hash functions such as SHA-1

[21]. The use of hash functions for packet authentication has

been proposed by Tsudik in [22], but not in the context of

Bloom filters, which require less storage space. We further

expand the credentials data structure to consider the density

of set bits in the Bloom filter (i.e., the fill level). Scalable

Bloom filters have been proposed to circumvent the fill level

problem [23], but are not applicable in our work as we need

fixed-length credentials to limit packet header sizes.

Some initial ideas on this topic have been published in our

prior work, which includes an overview of the architecture

[24] (which was developed in the context of the IAMANET

project [8]), two short papers on the use of Bloom filters [25],

[26], and some initial results of the prototype system [27].

It has been difficult to envision how novel security ar-

chitectures can be deployed in the context of the existing

Internet. The concept of router virtualization [1] has made it

conceivable to deploy domain-specific network architectures in

parallel to the existing best-effort Internet. Currently, several

specific systems [28], [29] are being developed that could

support the types of data path operations we propose in this

paper.

III. DATA PATH CREDENTIALS

We begin the discussion of our system with a description

of security requirements and attacker capabilities. Then we

introduce the overall network architecture for our capabilities

system, which we call “data path credentials,” and explain

the system design and operation in more detail. The specific

design of credentials is discussed in Section IV.

A. Security Model

In this work, we consider domain-specific networks that are

dominated by strict security requirements. Examples are net-

works used for financial transactions, military communication,

remote medical procedures, etc. As explained above, we expect

such networks to be deployed in parallel to the existing Inter-

net (either through virtualization or through use of a dedicated

infrastructure). Thus, we can design security requirements that

are necessary for such domain-specific networks, but would be

infeasible or inefficient in the conventional Internet.

1) Security Requirements: We consider the following secu-

rity requirements:

• Prevention of unauthorized network access and traffic in-

jection: Only authorized users should be able to establish

a connection in the network and send traffic.

• Detection of packet header spoofing: An unauthorized

user should not be able to establish a connection by

impersonating another entity.

• Isolation of denial-of-service attacks: Sources of denial-

of-service attacks should be identifiable to isolate the

attack.

• Intrusion prevention: Connections to end-systems should

only be allowed on explicitly specified ports (e.g., to

avoid port-scans).

• Extrusion prevention: Connections from end-systems

should be controllable to deny extrusion attempts (i.e.,

security breaches where sensitive data is transmitted from

within a network).

In the context of these security requirements, our main

focus is on authorization and availability by ensuring that only

packets that have been positively identified are forwarded in

the network. While this ties in closely with access control,

confidentiality, and integrity, we discuss how these latter

issues are already addressed through the use of existing key

management and cryptographic solutions.

2) Attacker Capabilities: The capabilities of a potential

attacker are assumed to be the following: (1) ability to read

any packet traversing an attacked router; (2) ability to modify

any packet traversing an attacked router; and (3) ability to send

any packet from the attacked router.

Additionally, we constrain the capabilities of the attacker

as follows: (1) an attacker does not have access to secret key

material associated with an identity other than themselves; (2)

an attacker cannot drop all or a subset of network traffic on a

router (i.e., black holing); (3) an attacker’s access to links and

nodes is limited such that the network cannot be partitioned.

The limitations on the attacker’s capability are necessary to

keep the discussion of attack scenarios and security require-

ments within scope. Related work has addressed techniques
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(a) Security in Existing Internet Architecture.

(b) Existing Capabilities-Based Network Architectures.

(c) Credential-Based Data Path Architecture.

Fig. 1. Comparison of Security Architecture of the Internet, Capabilities-
Based Networks, and Credential-Based Networks.

that can provide environments where such assumptions are

reasonable. For example, secure key generation and storage

can be achieved with a cryptographic co-processor [30] and

black holing can be circumvented by using multi-path routing

and network coding [31]. The assumption that an attacker

cannot partition the network is necessary to ensure that some

valid communication between nodes is possible.

B. Network Architecture

With security requirements in place, we now turn to the

system design and a discussion of how we can achieve security

in the data path. The network architecture that we propose

is depicted in Figure 1(c) and compared to conventional

data networks in Figure 1(a) and existing capabilities-based

networks in Figure 1(b). Nodes shown in blue indicate inter-

mediate nodes in the forwarding path that do not have any

inherent security provision. Nodes shown in orange indicate

capabilities-based verification mechanisms. The key idea is to

augment network traffic with credentials that can be audited in

the data path on every hop. Each router performs a credential

check and thus can positively identify traffic that is eligible for

forwarding. Attack traffic with invalid credentials is discarded.

This approach contrasts to the traditional Internet architec-

ture insofar that security protocols are not constrained solely to

end-systems (e.g., cryptographic protocols) or isolated routers

(e.g., firewalls or intrusion detection systems). Instead, all

routers along the data path of a connection participate in

validating traffic and thus defending against attacks. In ad-

dition, end-system security protocols can provide orthogonal

security features of confidentiality and integrity. In comparison

to existing capabilities-based networks, packet validation is not

limited to just a few nodes along the path (e.g., “verification

points” in [4], edge routers in [9], or LAN switches in [11]),
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Fig. 2. Design of a Router System with Data Path Credentials.

but performed everywhere. This increases the responsiveness

of the network to attacks.

To illustrate the operation of credentials in the data in more

detail, we turn to the functionality implemented on routers.

C. Router Architecture

The system architecture of a router that implements data

path credentials is shown in Figure 2. To simplify the explana-

tion, conventional packet forwarding functions, which remain

unchanged, are not shown.

In the control path, connections are managed and credentials

are created. An end-system can request credentials for a

particular flow. These credentials are then computed based

on the flow characteristics and the router’s cryptographic key.

More details on this process are discussed in Section IV. The

resulting credentials are then transmitted back to the end-

system and stored in the local credentials cache.

In the data path, packet headers are augmented to carry

the credentials provided by the sending end-system. When a

packet is received on the router for forwarding, the packet

is first classified to identify which flow it belongs to. Then

the credentials that were generated by the router are retrieved

from the credentials cache. If the credentials match those in

the packet, the packet is considered valid and thus forwarded.

If the credentials do not match, then the packet is discarded.

If credentials cannot be found in the local credentials

cache, it may be due to the limited size of the cache or due

to an invalid packet. It is possible to trigger a credentials

recomputation (dashed lines in Figure 2) before discarding the

packet. This process may increase the systems vulnerability

to denial of service (DoS) attacks since the cryptographic

computation of credentials is an expensive operation. It is

therefore important that the cache is sufficiently large and

that new credential requests take priority over recomputations.

A more extensive discussion on how to defend against DoS

attacks can be found in Section V-C.
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Fig. 3. Connection Setup to Establish Credentials.

Since the router classifies packets by connection, a possible

extension of our work could differentiate packets from differ-

ent connections. For example, if quality of service (QoS) is

considered, then QoS parameters and flow state can be stored

in conjunction with credentials information. After a packet has

been identified as belonging to a particular flow and containing

valid credentials, it could be forwarded through the router

based on its QoS requirements (e.g., by placing it in the high-

priority output queue). These QoS parameters would need to

be configured at the time of connection setup based on policies

(see Section III-E).

D. Connection Management Scenarios

Connection management is an important aspect of our

architecture since it addresses one of the key problems that

appeared in prior designs of networks using capabilities [10].

The control path of such networks pose as potential target for

denial of service attacks [12]. In our design, connection setup

is performed as an incremental process (as shown in Figure 3

and further explained below). An end-system cannot send a

credentials request to a router unless it has valid credentials

for the entire path up to that router. Thus, any DoS attempt on

the control infrastructure can only target routers immediately

neighboring the attacker. A propagation of the DoS attack is

not possible (unless the source can properly identify itself as

an authorized end-system, in which case the DoS attack can

be traced back and squelched by other means).

1) Unicast: An example of the connection establishment

process for unicast is sketched in the space-time diagram

shown in Figure 3. In this scenario, an end-system sends a

request to establish a connection to the first of three routers

in order to obtain credentials. The router may challenge the

end-system to authenticate itself and may negotiate access
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Fig. 4. Connection Setup using Group Credentials.

policies. Once the router has determined that the end-system

is eligible to transmit data across the router, it provides

credentials C1. These credentials need to be included in all

further transmissions that traverse the router including the

credentials request to router 2. Finally, the set of all credentials

(C1, C2, and C3 in the example shown in Figure 3) is then

carried in each data packet. Each data packet is checked on

every router. If the set of credentials contains the correct

instance for a particular router, the packet is forwarded. If

the credentials do not match, the packet is discarded.

Clearly, having to exchange several messages with every

router along a path in order to establish a single connection is

a costly proposition. There are two approaches that can reduce

this overhead:

• Credential Reuse: If multiple connections are established

between two end-systems (either in parallel or within a

given time window), credentials could be reused.

• Group Credentials: It is possible to create group creden-

tials (e.g., for all routers within an autonomous system)

where any router can issue credentials that are valid to

traverse any set of routers in that group. In such a case,

the number of credential requests per connection can be

reduced significantly (as illustrated in Figure 4). More

details on these credentials can be found in Section IV-E.

2) Multicast and Network Coding: To illustrate the versatil-

ity of the credentials-based data path design, we also consider

credentials in usage scenarios that go beyond unicast: multicast

(and multipath) and network coding.

These communication modes are illustrated in Figure 5.

In unicast, (Figure 5(a)), the set of credentials includes only

those along the path from source to destination. In multi-

cast/multipath, packets get duplicated inside the network (as

illustrated in Figure 5(b)). With the duplication of a packet,

its credentials get duplicated, too. Thus, the source needs to

include credentials for all routers that may be traversed along

the multicast tree / multipath graph.

Network coding [32] is a recently proposed approach to

improving end-to-end data transmissions in wireless networks.
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(a) Unicast Scenario

(b) Multicast and Multipath Scenario

(c) Network Coding Scenario

Fig. 5. Connection Setup to Establish Credentials.

Packets traverse multiple paths to the destination and may

be coded together with other transmissions. At the receiver

these operations are reversed to obtain the original packets. In

such a usage scenario, data path credentials from both sources

need to be combined (shown as dashed lines in Figure 5(c)).

While some routers may overlap in the coded packets’ paths,

flow identifiers are different and thus credentials are different.

Therefore, all credentials from both sources need to be added

into the set of credentials carried by the packet.

Clearly, there are cases where a large number of creden-

tials are necessary to guarantee successful forwarding by

all participating routers. In Section IV, we show that our

design of credentials only requires constant space for most

practical scenarios. In particular, we do not require space that

increases linearly with the number of credentials that need to

be provided. Thus, the above scenarios can be implemented

efficiently. The security analysis in Section V provides quan-

titative performance and security tradeoffs for each of these

scenarios.

E. Authentication, Authorization and Access Control

For a realistic deployment of the proposed architecture, it

is important to consider how identities are managed, how

authentication is performed, and how access control is used

to authorize network access. For our credential-based data

path architecture, it is possible to use existing concepts and

protocols to address these issues. Our proposed capabilities-

based network is agnostic about the specifics of how identities

and policies are implemented and managed.

In order for policies to be implemented in a meaningful

way, it is necessary to have well-defined identities. In net-

works, there are many possible ways of defining identities,

ranging from using network-specific identifiers for identity-

based cryptography [33] to more broadly defined identities

[34]. In our system, our only assumption about identities is that

identities have key pairs for public-key/private-key cryptogra-

phy available. We also assume that public keys are properly

distributed through a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [35] or a

more complex federated trust model [36]. In our work, we use

the term “end-system” and “user” interchangeably to identify

an entity that is the source or sink of a network connection.

To implement policies, we assume a conventional access

control system (e.g., role-based access control [37]) to deter-

mine the access privileges of a particular entity. To support

dynamic updates, a policy-based management systems [38]

could be used for interactions between a policy manger and

managed resources. In our context, the policy controller could

be used to express which entities have access to a particular

network of routers (i.e., managed resources) that implement

these policies. These policies could be expressed using the

Common Information Model (CIM) standardized by the Dis-

tributed Management Task Force (DMTF). A specific policy

system in the context of access control to networks is Zodiac

[39].

Authentication, authorization, and access control decisions

are made by routers during connection setup. Figure 3 shows

only a single exchange of packets for this process, but it

is conceivable that a more extensive exchange takes place

to establish access privileges. Once this process has been

completed, data path credentials are used to enforce these

network access policies by validating each packet on each

hop of the route. Thus, the overhead for policy verification

is limited to the connection setup phase.

IV. CREDENTIALS DESIGN

With the concept of credentials in the data path introduced

in the previous section, we turn to the question of what these

credentials look like specifically.

A. Requirements

The requirements for credentials are driven by several

conflicting needs:

1) Security Requirement: In order to provide a secure net-

work infrastructure, it is crucial that credentials are only

available to authorized traffic in the network. Therefore,

credentials should be difficult to fake.

2) Performance Requirement: Since credentials need to be

validated for every packet on every router, it is necessary

that credentials can be validated with low computational

requirements.

3) Size Requirement: Since credentials for every router

along the path of a connection need to be carried in

each packet header, it is crucial that total size of all

credentials is limited.
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While the first requirement can be addressed by traditional

cryptographic solutions, it is the second and third requirements

that pose a novel set of challenges. As networks connect an

increasing number of embedded devices (both as end-systems

and as intermediate hops), power constraints are becoming in-

creasingly important. Cryptographic operations require several

orders of magnitude more operations than conventional packet

processing and thus need to be limited to the initial connection

setup.

An implication from the third requirement is that it is

not practical to simply chain all credentials in the header

of the packet. A limit on the header size would constrain

the maximum hop count along a path (or the size of the

multicast tree). Therefore, we seek a solution where credentials

can be represented by a single fixed-length data structure. In

addition, chained credentials (e.g., as used in SIFF [5]) are

also vulnerable to an attack where routers are incrementally

probed (similar to how traceroute works). In each step, an

attacker only needs to try a few possible bit combinations until

a router can be bypassed and the next one can be probed. Thus,

chained credentials may not meet the first requirement.

B. Bloom Filter Based Credentials

To meet the above requirements, we introduce a credentials

data structure that is based on Bloom filters. The main idea

is that this data structure can maintain multiple credentials at

the same time. When the packet is transmitted, each router can

check if its own credentials are present in the data structure

and thus validate the packet.

1) Bloom Filters: We briefly review the concept of Bloom

filters to provide context for our work. Bloom filters can

be used to store membership information [18]. Specifically,

a Bloom filter is a bit array that can store m bits. Using

k different hash functions h1(x) . . . hk(x), an element x is

mapped to k bit positions in the array. An empty Bloom filter

data structure starts with all array values set to 0. When adding

element x, the bits corresponding to the hash function values

for element x are set to 1. As multiple elements are added, it is

possible (and intended) that set bits overlap (i.e., are combined

with a logical OR function). When performing a check for

membership of an element, the hash functions for the element

are computed and it is checked if the according bits in the

array are set. Only if all of these bits are set to 1, the element

is reported to be a member of the set. The membership test is

of a probabilistic nature and false positives are possible (i.e.,

elements that are not members of the set may be reported to

be members), but false negatives are not (i.e., elements that

are members of the set will never be reported as not being

members). One of the properties of a Bloom filter is that it is

not possible to perform a reverse operation where the list of

members is extracted from the Bloom filter data structure.

Since the data structure allows that set bits from different

elements can collide in the array, it is possible that an element

that is not a member of the set may be reported as being a

member. This occurs when the hash functions of this element

map to bits that have been set by other members in the array

(i.e., k collisions). The probability of this occurring increases

 

Fig. 6. Credentials Data Structure. This example shows three credentials that
are aggregated to a set of 1’s in the Bloom filter data structure.

as more members are added to the set (i.e., n increases and

thus more bits are set). By using a larger array (i.e., larger m)

this probability can be decreased. We derive the exact value

for this probability in the security analysis in Section V.

2) Credentials Aggregation: To use the Bloom filter data

structure as data path credentials for packets that traverse the

network, we store credentials from each router along the path.

As explained in Section III, the source node of a connection

negotiates permission to transmit data across a router during

connection setup. When router j (1≤j≤n) permits transmis-

sion, it provides the source with its router credentials rj .

Router credentials are the set of indices rj [i] (1≤i≤k) of bits

that are set in the Bloom filter array. The credentials from

all routers along the path are then superimposed (i.e., logical

OR operation) in the Bloom filter data structure. This creates

aggregate credentials c (consisting of a single bit array of size

m) that are sent with each data packet. This process of creating

credentials is illustrated in Figure 6.

When receiving a packet with aggregate credentials c, router

j can then check the value of all bits that were provided in

router credentials rj . If the aggregate credentials are valid,

then
∏

i

c[rj [i]] = 1, (1)

where the product is the equivalent of a logical AND oper-

ation. If the aggregate credentials do not contain the router

credentials of a particular router, it is likely that one of the

bits in credentials c does not contain a 1 at one of the router

credentials’ bit positions. Thus the validation of the aggregate

credentials fails. This argument, of course, is of a probabilistic

nature. A router may accept a packet that does not have correct

credentials with the same probability as a false positive appears

in the Bloom filter. However, packets are only successfully

delivered to a destination if all routers let them pass. Thus,

a packet with invalid credentials would need to encounter a

false positive on every router along the path. This probability

decreases geometrically with the number of hops in the path

and thus is practically very small (see Section V).
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C. Credentials Security

The security of the network architecture depends on the

security of the credentials. That is, it should not be practically

feasible to generate fake credentials for attack traffic. In the

context of Bloom filter credentials, it should therefore be

difficult to guess which bits are set by any given router.

We can achieve this by using cryptographically strong hash

functions (e.g., SHA-1 [21]) where router j uses k secret keys

sj [i], 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The cryptographic hash function hi(sj [i], f)
uses router j’s key for bit index k to determine which bits

to set in the aggregate credentials. It is important that this

function also uses flow identifier f (e.g., based on a 5-tuple

hash) as an input to avoid attacks where credentials from an

authenticated connection are used by a different connection.

If router credentials are used by a different connection, the

validation step (Equation 1) fails.

Credentials based on cryptographic hash functions and flow

identifiers ensure the following properties:

• Data path credentials for different flows are different

(even if they traverse the same set of routers) because

the use of f as parameter in the hash function creates

different router credentials.

• Data path credentials for flows that traverse different

routers are different, because a different set of router

credentials (each depending on sj) are superimposed in

the data path credentials.

• Data path credentials are difficult to fake since the result

of the cryptographic hash function hi cannot be guessed

without availability of keys sj . Also, credentials cannot

be reversed to obtain hash keys.

• While the generation of credentials is computationally

expensive (n × k cryptographic hash operations), cre-

dential check operations are simple. Credentials can be

checked by performing k lookups in credentials c to

verify Equation 1. Note that this requires that each router

remembers the router credentials rj for a particular flow.

This is done by maintaining the credentials cache shown

in Figure 2. If the credentials for a flow cannot be found

in this cache, the router credentials can be recalculated

(using sj and f ) at a higher computational cost.

• Data path credentials are of small and constant size since

all router credentials rj can be superimposed into a single

Bloom filter data structure.

With these key properties of data path credentials, it is

possible to provide security features on the network archi-

tecture level as discussed in Section III-A. A more detailed

discussion on how security requirements are met is provided

in Section V-D.

D. Density Limit

One important observation regarding credentials as de-

scribed above is that there exists a very simple attack to

circumvent a credentials check: an attacker could set all bits

in the credentials to 1. Such credentials would always satisfy

Equation 1, no matter what secret keys or flow identifiers are

used. This is clearly an undesirable property.

In order to make data path credentials immune to this attack,

we introduce one additional concept to our Bloom filter. We

define a “density” metric d(c) that reflects the number of 1’s

in credentials c as a fraction of the total size:

d(c) =
1

m

∑

i

c[i]. (2)

To consider credentials valid, we require that the density

is equal or below a certain threshold: d(c) ≤ dmax. If the

density is higher, we assume the credentials to be invalid and

thus reject the packet. If the threshold is chosen to be too low,

even valid credentials may be rejected. In Section V, we derive

an equation that allows us to estimate the expected number of

set bits in the credentials data structure based on the number

of routers involved.

E. Group Credentials

As illustrated in Figure 4, providing credentials for groups

of routers can reduce the connection setup overhead. To

implement such credentials, all routers in the group simply

share the same secret keys. Router credentials issued by any

router in the group sets the correct bits in the aggregate

credentials to ensure that all other routers in the group let the

packet pass. If the end-system is not aware of the grouping

of routers, it negotiates router credentials with each router

individually. Since the router credentials from all routers in

the group are the same, the resulting aggregate credentials

will have the same bits set.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

With an understanding of the general concept of data path

credentials and the specific design of credentials based on

Bloom filters, we evaluate the quantitative security properties

of this architecture. It is important to quantify these security

properties in order to evaluate specific system configurations.

In this section, we analyze the probabilistic guarantees that

Bloom filters provide and present results in the context of spe-

cific usage scenarios. We also discuss the design’s resilience

against DoS attacks and how security requirements are met.

A. Probability of Successful Attack

The main goal of our data path credentials architecture is

to identify valid traffic and thus not allow the transmission of

attack traffic. Since a Bloom filter can yield false positives,

it is possible that traffic with forged credentials may pass

through the network. This false positive probability can be

exploited by an attacker. Thus we need to obtain a quantitative

understanding on how likely this attack is for different system

configurations. This problem is related to the Generalized

Birthday Problem (GBP) [40], but differs in that the GBP

only considers a single false positive. In the case of data path

credentials, we need false positives on every hop of the path

for a successful end-to-end attack.

The best attack from an attacker’s point of view is to send

credentials with as many bits set as possible. The more bits are

set, the more likely the validation step described in Equation 1
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succeeds. The limit to the number of bits set in credentials is

given by the maximum density dmax. Since it is not possible

to set all bits in the credentials, the attacker needs to decide

which ones to set. The credential system uses cryptographic

hash functions, for which it is reasonable to assume that they

generate pseudo-random outputs. Thus, there is no structure

that the attacker can exploit. Thus, choosing a random set of

bits for the attack credentials is as good a choice as any other

combination.

1) Unicast: In the unicast scenario, attack traffic needs to

traverse n hops from source to destination and pass credential

checks on each hop. When validating credentials, a router

checks if all k bits of its credentials are set. To reach the

destination, all bits set (in valid credentials) are checked at

least once. Thus, an attacker has to be able to create forged

credentials with at least those bits set. The number of bits set,

b(m, k, n), in a Bloom filter of size m with k hash functions

and n stored items is (as derived in the Appendix):

b(m, k, n) = m ·

(

1−

(

1−
1

m

)kn
)

. (3)

A false positive transmission (i.e., a successful attack) occurs

when among the bits set by the attacker (limited by dmax),

there is the correct set of b(m, k, n) bits that is checked by the

set of routers along the path. The probability for this event is:

funicast(m, k, n) = (dmax)
b(m,k,n)

. (4)

The expected number of bits set in the credentials data

structure also gives an estimate on the longest path that can

be supported by a particular configuration. If the expected

number of bits set exceeds the density threshold, then even

valid credentials may be rejected (i.e., false negative). Valid

configurations of m, k, and n must meet

b(m, k, n) ≤ dmax. (5)

2) Multicast: In the multicast/multipath scenario, the

source needs to aggregate router credentials from all routers

along all paths to all destinations. For simplicity, we assume

that multicast is performed along a balanced and complete

binary tree where each node corresponds to a router that

duplicates the packet and sends it to two more nodes. The

height of the tree, h, relates to the number of leaf nodes

(i.e., multicast destinations), l, as follows: 2h−1 < l ≤ 2h

or h = ⌈log2 l⌉. The number of internal nodes in such a tree

corresponds to the number of routers n that are encountered

when multicasting: n = 2h−1 or n = 2log2 l−1 = l−1. Thus,

2h − 1 router credentials have to be aggregated in the Bloom

filter and the resulting number of bits set in the credentials is

b(m, k, 2h − 1). This limits the set of valid configurations to

b(m, k, 2h − 1) ≤ dmax. (6)

The exponential increase in the number of aggregated cre-

dentials requires a much larger Bloom filter data structure.

However, the size for this data structure grows less than

exponential due to overlapping hash indices. To determine the

probability of false positive transmission of attack traffic we

need to consider all l = 2h = n+1 multicast paths. The false

positive probability is then:

fmulticast(m, k, n) = 1− (1− funicast(m, k, h))
n+1

. (7)

3) Network Coding: For network coding, the analysis is

similar to that of multicast. Each connection starts sending

aggregate credentials with 2h − 1 router credentials. When

generating a network coded packet, routers in the network

aggregate credentials from multiple connections. Thus, by the

time a packet reaches its destination, it may have gained

credentials on every but the last hop along the path. (Note:

For simplicity, we assume that coding is done only across

two packets at any node.) Thus, there may be a total of

n = (h − 1) · 2h − 1 credentials combined in the packet.

Thus, m and k need to be chosen suitably such that

b(m, k, (h− 1) · 2h − 1) ≤ dmax. (8)

To determine the false positive probability, we need to consider

how many packets have to be received by a node such that

the network coding can be reversed. If we code packets on

each of h − 1 hops, then 2h−1 packets need to be received

by the receiver for successful decoding. This corresponds to

successfully achieving h−1 false positive (h−1)-hop multicast

transmissions and a 1-hop unicast transmission. (Due to the

structure of network coding, one hop along the path cannot

be multicast.) Since a tree of height h− 1 has n+1
2 nodes, the

false positive probability is then:

fnetwork coding(m, k, n) =
(

fmulticast(m, k,
n+ 1

2
) · funicast(m, k, 1)

)
n+1

2

. (9)

B. Results

To illustrate the equations derived in the previous section

in the context of a realistic system configuration, we provide

security performance results of a few specific system config-

urations.

Figure 7(a) shows the number of bits set (as determined

by b(m, k, n)) for credentials of size 128 bits and four hash

functions. As the path length increases, the number of bits

set by credentials also increases. For multicast and network

coding, the increase is much steeper than for unicast since

many more credentials are aggregated due to the larger number

of paths and destinations. When the maximum density (in this

example dmax = 0.75) is exceeded, credentials are rejected

by all routers. Thus, credentials of a particular size should

only be used in network configurations where the number

of set bits is expected to be below dmax. For our example,

unicast can support 44 hops, multicast can support 5 hops

(32 destinations), and network coding can support 3 hops

(8 destinations). It is important to note that this is a very

conservative estimate for multicast and network coding as we

assume a complete binary tree. In a real system, the number

of destination nodes for a given path length is expected to be

lower and thus longer paths can be supported.

The false positive rates that correspond to this example

are shown in Figure 7(b). Data points are only shown for
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of Data Path Credentials (size m=128, number of hash
functions k=4).

those cases where the maximum density is not exceeded (the

dotted lines continue beyond this limit to illustrate the overall

trends). The decreasing trend with an increasing number of

hops is due to repeated credential checks. The more routers

are traversed, the less likely it becomes that random attack

credential are validated repeatedly as false positives. The false

positive rate for unicast decreases more quickly than that of

multicast. Multicast has more source-to-destination paths and

thus more opportunities to create a false positive transmission.

For network coding, the opposite happens. Since coded packets

can only be decoded when other coded packets are received,

TABLE I
MAXIMUM PATH LENGTH FOR DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS OF

CREDENTIALS SIZE (n) AND NUMBER OF HASH FUNCTIONS (k).

n

k unicast multicast network coding
32 64 128 256 32 64 128 256 32 64 128 256

2 21 44 88 177 4 5 6 7 3 3 4 5
4 10 22 44 88 3 4 5 6 2 3 3 4
8 5 11 22 44 2 3 4 5 2 2 3 3

16 2 5 11 22 1 2 3 4 1 2 2 3

TABLE II
ATTACK SUCCESS PROBABILITY FOR DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS OF

CREDENTIALS SIZE (n) AND NUMBER OF HASH FUNCTIONS (k).

n

k unicast multicast network coding
32 64 128 256 32 64 128 256 32 64 128 256

2 .001 .000 .000 .000 .662 .507 .361 .243 .043 .040 .004 .000
4 .001 .000 .000 .000 .284 .125 .047 .016 .034 .000 .000 .000
8 .001 .000 .000 .000 .098 .018 .002 .000 .001 .001 .000 .000

16 .003 .000 .000 .000 .050 .003 .000 .000 1.00 .000 .000 .000

the probability of false positives drops even faster than with

unicast.

Clearly, the maximum path length and the false positive

probability depend on the choice of dmax. Figure 7(c) shows

the trend of the maximum path length for unicast, which

increases as expected with increasing values of dmax. The

probability of false positive transmission of attack traffic shows

a clear minimum around dmax = 0.4. For lower values of

dmax, the overall path length is so short that high false posi-

tives may occur (as shown in Figure 7(b)). For larger values of

dmax, a large number of bits may be set in credentials, which

also leads to higher false positive rates. For multicast and

network coding, similar trends can be observed (not shown).

For a practical implementation, a balance between longer paths

and less attack vulnerability needs to be found that is suitable

for all types of connections.

The capabilities of different configurations for m and k are

shown Tables I and II. The maximum path length (assuming

dmax = 0.75) is shown in Table I. The probability of a false

positive end-to-end transmission with randomly generated

credentials is shown in Table II. In general, a smaller number

of hash functions works well as it does not cause the Bloom

filter to fill up as quickly. However, fewer hash functions also

mean that fewer bits are checked on each router. This effect

can be seen in the multicast case where high attack success

probabilities appear for k = 2.

Overall, the results show that data path credentials can

detect attack traffic within a small number of hops, even when

a large number of paths are involved (e.g., in the multicast

scenario). The overhead for implementing such capabilities

depends on the chosen size of the credentials, but could be

practically as small as 64 bits for unicast over up to 20 hops.

C. Denial of Service Attacks

One important issue to consider in the context of capability-

based networking is the susceptibility of the system to denial

of service attacks. Argyraki and Cheriton have argued that

capabilities simply shift vulnerabilities from the data path to
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the control path [12]. In systems where no data path checks

are performed as part of the control setup, this problem indeed

exists. In our architecture, however, it is possible to contain

DoS attacks such that they do not affect the entire network. We

require that control traffic also obtain credentials for setting

up capabilities further down the path (as shown in Figure 3).

If a malicious node tries to attack the control infrastructure,

it is limited to attacking only immediate neighbors. Since

these systems do not issue suitable credentials without proper

authentication (which is usually not the case in DoS attacks

– otherwise independent service limitation and policing can

be employed), the attacker cannot reach other routers farther

away. Thus, the DoS attack is contained to immediately

surrounding nodes and decreases geometrically in strength as

the probability of multiple false positive credential checks

decreases along the path. This difference in design is an

important aspect for a practical deployment and successful use

of data path credentials.

Beyond brute force denial of service attacks, more complex

attacks based on low bandwidth, well-timed traffic injections

have been proposed [41]. These types of attacks are generally

difficult to detect in any network. In our architecture, these

attacks can be avoided if they are launched from a non-

authorized end-system (as this traffic gets dropped due to failed

credentials checks). If the attack is launched by an authorized

end-system, there is no apparent defense other than through

access control.

D. Validation of Security Requirements

With an understanding of the qualitative and quantitative

security properties provided by the credential-based data path

architecture, we can revisit the security requirements stated

in Section III-A. Using credentials, a router can audit every

packet in the data path and validate that it indeed is eligible

to be forwarded. Credentials identify a packet in terms of

its source and destination (e.g., machine, user) and its path

(i.e., set of all credentials). The connection setup process can

be used to enforce policies (e.g., access control) in order to

control what network communication is permitted. With a

suitable choice of credentials size and maximum path length,

the probability of a successful attack due to false positives in

the Bloom filter can be kept diminishingly small.

Thus, data path credentials can be effectively used to meet

the stated security requirements:

• Prevention of unauthorized network access: All end-

systems need to identify themselves properly to all routers

along the path, where access permissions can be vali-

dated. If an end-system does not properly identify itself

or does not have the appropriate permissions, no suitable

credentials are issued. Thus, packets sent by such an end-

system are dropped at or close to the first router.

• Detection of packet header spoofing: Credentials are

issued based on the end-system identity. If packet headers

(i.e., source addresses) are spoofed, then a router looks up

the wrong set of credentials (due to a different flow iden-

tifier) and drops the spoofed packet. This happens for any

spoofing of header fields used in the flow classification

process.

• Partial prevention of traffic injection: Based on prevention

of unauthorized access and header spoofing, it is not

possible for an attacker to inject traffic from any node that

is not along the path of an existing connection. However,

it is possible to inject traffic if a node along the path is

compromised since the credentials used in a connection

are visible and thus can be copied for the attack traffic.

The impact of this type of traffic injection can be mit-

igated through the use of end-system security protocols

that require end-system keys to correctly encrypt packet

payloads.

• Isolation of denial-of-service attacks: One of the main

benefits of data path credentials is the ability to limit the

impact of denial of service attacks. The use of credentials

ensures that either the source of traffic can be identified

(since correct credentials have been issued) or attack

traffic can be isolated (since packets without correct

credentials are dropped at or close to the first hop).

• Partial intrusion prevention: Data path credentials can be

extended to not only include routers but also the receiving

end-system. The system can limit, for example, to which

port traffic can be sent. Thus, data path credentials act

comparably to a firewall. This approach, however, does

not protect against intrusion on a port that is “open” on

the end-system.

• Partial extrusion prevention: In order to prevent an end-

system from transmitting data to particular destinations,

routers along the path can be configured to deny this com-

munication (i.e., to not issue credentials when requested).

This approach, however, does not prevent extrusion via

relay nodes.

In addition, data path credentials can be used in conjunction

with conventional security and cryptographic protocols (e.g.,

IPSec, SSL) to further improve network security.

VI. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION

We have designed and prototyped a protocol that imple-

ments the functionality of data path credentials as discussed

above. This Data Path Credentials Protocol (DPCP) is located

between the network layer and the transport layer of the

Internet protocol stack. In principle, it is possible to integrate

data path credentials with a new network layer protocol.

However, we do not consider the redesign of the Internet

Protocol in this work. Instead, we leverage the functionality

of the existing IP protocol and add DPCP on top of it.

A. Data Path Credentials Protocol

The header for DPCP is shown in Figure 8. The overall

header is 28 bytes in size and is based on a Bloom filter

configuration of m = 128 and k = 4. The fields in the header

are used as follows:

• Port numbers: The first 32 bits are port numbers identical

to how they are used in TCP and UDP. These fields are

mere copies of the values that are carried in the layer

4 header of the packet (which is assumed to be either

TCP or UDP to allow for packet classification). It can be

debated if it is a “cleaner” design to copy these values
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challenge nonce (32 bits) / response (32bits) / 

Bloom filter indices (28 bits)

source port (16 bits) destination port (16 bits)
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data path credentials (128 bits)

IP header
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Fig. 8. Data Path Credentials Protocol Header.

or to let DPCP read the layer 4 protocol header. If the

compactness of the header is important, these fields could

be omitted in an optimized implementation.

• Next protocol: This 8-bit field indicates the layer 4

protocol header in the packet. This field is identical

to the next protocol field in the IP header. (For our

implementation, the IP header indicates 253 for DPCP,

which is reserved for experimental protocols.)

• Flags: The flags are used in our protocol implementation

to indicate packet types used during connection setup.

The types used are the following:

– Setup flag (S): Indicates a packet containing a setup

request.

– Challenge flag (C): Indicates a packet containing a

challenge to an end-system.

– Response flag (R): Indicates a packet containing a

response to a challenge.

– Credentials flag (I): Indicates a packet containing

Bloom filter indices.

• Setup field: This field can be used in different ways

for establishing connections. The use is identified by the

flags.

– Challenge nonce (32 bits): This nonce is used by the

router to challenge the end-system.

– Response (32 bits): The end-system sends this en-

crypted nonce to prove its identity.

– Bloom filter indices (28 bits): These four indices

(each with a size of logm = log 128 = 7 bits)

indicate the bits that are set by a router as its

credential in the Bloom filter.

• Data path credentials: This 128-bit field is the Bloom

filter that carries all router credentials.

Note that the Bloom filter indices are separate from the

Bloom filter itself. The reason for this design is that during

connection setup, the Bloom filter is used to permit communi-

cation to and from the router from which credentials need to

be obtained. The credential itself is carried in the Bloom filter

indices. Since these indices are not used after connection setup,

an optimized implementation may use two different header

formats for setup and data transfer.

Credentials valid?

forward 

packet

|}~

S flag?

(setup packet)

��

send 

challenge 

packet

|}~

R flag?

(response packet)

��

Response valid?

|}~

drop packet

��

Send 

Indices

|}~

��

incoming packet

Fig. 9. Decision Diagram for DPCP Processing on Router.

B. Router Processing

When DPCP packets arrive on a router, it needs to be

distinguished if they belong to a connection setup request to

this router or if they should be forwarded. Note that a router

needs to forward connection requests that are directed at other

routers along the path. To make this distinction, the router

simply checks if the data path credentials carried in the packet

are valid (see Figure 9). If they are, then there is no need

to further consider the packet locally. (Note that this is also

true in case the credentials of previous routers in the path

accidentally cause a false positive in the Bloom filter.) In case

of a setup packet, the appropriate challenge is sent to the end-

system. In case of a response, it is verified and the Bloom

filter indices are returned to the sender. In all other cases, the

packet is dropped.

C. Bidirectional Verification

One important practical consideration is that most commu-

nication in the Internet is bidirectional. Even in the setup

phase, the challenge and credential packets need to reach

the sender. To avoid that routers have to set up (and store)

credentials for this return path, we set up the system to use the

same data path credentials for both directions of traffic. (Note

that we assume symmetric routes.) Thus, the challenge and

credential packets simply carry the same data path credentials

that were carried in the original packet.

To implement this type of bidirectional verification, it is

necessary to modify the flow identification process. In our

system, the classification result of a 5-tuple of a connection in

one direction should match that of a connection in the opposite

direction. We achieve this by sorting the IP addresses and port

numbers before providing them to the classifier. Thus, when

the IP addresses and port numbers are swapped on the return

path, the sorting ensures that the classification result is still

the same.
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Fig. 10. Experimental Emulab Setup for Evaluation of DPCP.
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Fig. 11. Containment of Attack traffic with DPCP.

VII. EVALUATION OF EMULAB IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented the DPCP protocol on Emulab [42].

We modified the Linux kernel (version 2.6.21.4) of Emulab

end-systems and routers to implement the DPCP protocol

operations. In our implementation we set the credential size

to 128 bits (m=128) and the density threshold to dmax =
0.3125 (which corresponds to 40 out of 128 bits). For chal-

lenge/response authentication, every node was set up with a

key pair and public-key/private-key cryptographic operation

were performed using 1024-bit RSA-based encryption. To

determine the Bloom filter indices for credentials for a flow,

routers performed four SHA-1 hash functions (i.e., k=4). For

our experiments, we used the simple 10-hop topology shown

in Figure 10. Each link has a bandwidth of 100 Mbps and a

one-way delay of 10ms.

A. Attack Containment

The most important result from our prototype implementa-

tion is that DPCP successfully contains attack traffic. Figure 11

shows the amount of traffic that passes each hop with an

attacker sending traffic with random credentials (with the

highest permissible density of dmax). Since the attacker does

not know which credentials are acceptable, only packets that

have the correct bits set in the Bloom filter by coincidence

are forwarded. The attack source sends at a high rate of

approximately 40,550 packets per second. The first hop only

forwards on average 372 packets per second (0.92% of the

attackers traffic). This traffic is further reduced at the next hop

(1.3 packets per second or 0.003% of original attack traffic),

etc. During the 10-hour experiment to generate these data, only

a single packet out of 1.46 billion made it past the fourth hop.

This result shows that the proposed protocol is highly

effective in containing unauthorized traffic. The vast majority

of all attack traffic (99.08%) is contained within a single hop

 

Fig. 12. Experimental Emulab Setup for Evaluation of Cross-Traffic
Performance.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CROSS-TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE FOR CONVENTIONAL

AND DPCP CREDENTIAL-BASED NETWORKS.

.
Cross-traffic Baseline Conventional DPCP
link Mbps Mbps % of basel. Mbps % of basel.

1–2 78.2 1.07 1% 1.04 1%
2–3 79.1 1.15 1% 74.9 95%
3–4 78.8 1.75 2% 77.9 99%
4–5 77.2 1.95 3% 76.5 99%
5–6 79.4 2.60 3% 79.1 100%
6–7 74.0 2.86 4% 73.4 99%
7–8 72.9 2.83 4% 72.6 100%
8–9 72.8 2.86 4% 71.8 99%
9–10 71.2 70.0 98% 71.5 100%

of the attack source. Practically no traffic reaches any node

that is 5 hops or more away from the attacker.

One key question is what impact this 1-hop containment

has on other traffic in the network compared to existing

credentials-based systems. Therefore, we consider the through-

put performance of TCP cross-traffic as shown in Figure 12.

We compare two different system configurations:

• Existing credential-based network (“conventional”): In

this setup, Node 9 performs credential checks and re-

moves all attack traffic. This configuration corresponds

to credential-based networks that only verify traffic at

some nodes in the network.

• Data path credentials with 1-hop containment (“DPCP”):

In this setup, credentials are verified with DPCP at every

node in the network.

We assume Node 1 is the source of attack traffic that is

destined to the receiver. The TCP throughput performance

of cross-traffic on each link is shown in Table III. In the

conventional credential-based network, attack traffic affects

the throughput performance of benign traffic all the way to

the point where the credential check is performed. In our

experiment, all connections on links between Node 1 and Node

9 drop 1–4% of their baseline performance. In contrast, DPCP

can filter most traffic within the first hop and only traffic on

the link between Node 1 and Node 2 is significantly affected.

Even on the link between node 2 and Node 3, 95% of baseline

performance can be achieved. For links farther away from the

attack, 99–100% of baseline performance is achieved. These

results show very clearly the ability of our system to protect

the network infrastructure from DoS attacks, in addition to

protecting end-systems.
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Fig. 13. Breakdown of Connection Setup Time for Single Hop.
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Fig. 14. Time for Connection Setup in DPCP.

B. Connection Setup Overhead

Clearly, there are additional costs in using DPCP over

conventional TCP. In Figure 13, we show the breakdown of

the setup time for a single hop. The total time for verification

of identities and the generation of credentials takes 11.5 ms

in addition to the communication delay. As discussed in

Section III-D, such a setup is required for each hop along the

path of a connection. Figure 14 shows the time required for

a complete connection setup over different numbers of hops.

This cryptographic processing delay grows linearly with the

number of hops and is unavoidable in any protocol that verifies

identities on every hop of the path. The communication delay

grows quadratically as challenge and response messages have

to traverse an increasing number of hops.

While the non-linear growth of connection setup time is

clearly undesirable, it is important to note that it is necessary

to ensure 1-hop containment and protection from denial-of-

capabilities attacks. Also, this setup cost is only a one-time

cost for a connection; it can be amortized over the lifetime

of a longer connection and still lead to good throughput

performance as can be seen in the next results.

C. Throughput Comparison

The overall performance comparison of DPCP vs. conven-

tional TCP is shown in Table IV. The table lists the completion

times for file transfers of different length. Clearly, short file

transfers are dominated by the setup cost in DPCP and thus

lead to significantly lower performance. However, longer file

TABLE IV
FILE TRANSFER PERFORMANCE.

File transfer time
File size TCP DPCP Overhead

10B 0.71s 2.35s 3.30×

100B 0.71s 2.35s 3.30×

1kB 0.72s 2.37s 3.29×

10kB 1.34s 3.22s 2.40×

100kB 2.65s 4.28s 1.61×

1MB 7.91s 10.2s 1.28×

10MB 16.1s 19.4s 1.20×

100MB 48.3s 53.9s 1.11×

1GB 495s 525s 1.06×

TABLE V
FLOW SETUP PERFORMANCE. RESPONSE VERIFICATION AND

CREDENTIALS GENERATION PER SECOND.

Response verification Credentials generation
Processor 512-bits 1024-bits

Intel Xeon 7,491 2,250 351,049
AMD Dual Core 1210 18,582 7,160 461,874
Intel Core 2 Duo 34,780 11,097 660,019
Intel Pentium 4 61,967 17,859 842,909

transfers are only slower by 6%. This reduction in throughput

is due to the additional computation that each router performs

when verifying credentials. Clearly, such a small overhead is

outweighed by the benefits of 1-hop containment shown above.

D. Flow Rate Performance

A key concern is the rate at which new connections can be

established. The main limitation in the data plane is the speed

at which cryptographic operations in the connection setup can

be performed. In the control plane, there is a limitation due to

policy-related computations (i.e., relating identities used in the

connection setup with policy rules). We assume that the latter

can be precomputed (and recomputed when updates happen)

and thus can be performed efficiently.

To demonstrate the rate at which the cryptographic compu-

tations necessary in the data plane can be performed, we show

Table V. The table shows the achievable flow rate performance

in a router for different types of processor systems. We have

separated the response verification step and the credentials

generation step since response verification only occurs once

per connection. Credentials verification occurs at least once,

depending on how effectively the credentials can be cached. It

can be seen that the response verification, which consists of an

RSA decryption operation, dominates the processing overhead

for connection setup. With conventional processor hardware,

multiple tens of thousands of connection setups per second can

be supported. Using specialized hardware, such as a graphics

processing unit, hundreds of thousands of connection setups

per second can be achieved [43]. These rates are sufficient even

for core network traffic (and they are expected to continue to

increase with future generations of processors). The credentials

generation step, which corresponds to SHA-1 computations,

can be performed multiple hundreds of thousand times per

second and thus does not pose a bottleneck.

The memory that needs to be maintained on a router (i.e.,

in the credentials cache shown in Figure 2) depends on the
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number of active flows in a system. Each flow record requires

17 bytes of data for a 5-tuple flow identifier and credential

indices (assuming k = 4). Figure 15 shows the effect of

the credentials cache size on the maximum packet processing

rate that can be achieved in the system. The results in the

figure assume 100,000 active flows. The results are based on

a system that can compute 842,909 credentials per second in

case of a cache miss (from Table V) or look up 10 million

credentials per second in its cache in case of a hit. The three

lines show the results for different percentages of new flows.

A new flow percentage of 100% corresponds to a denial of

capabilities attack, where no cache hit is achieved. The figure

shows several important results:

• Even without a cache (i.e., size of zero), the system can

handle over 800,000 packets per second. In this case, all

credentials are verified by computing the indices from

scratch.

• Even for a cache attack, where all packets belong to new

flows, the system can handle over 800,000 packets per

second.

• For cache sizes over 1MB, the system can handle multiple

million packets per second. Most verifications can be

achieved by lookup and some are done by computation

(depending on the percentage of new flows).

Thus, these results show that credential cache memory size

can be traded off for computation. More computations are

necessary and the throughput degrades when cache hits are

smaller (due to small cache size or many new flows), but

the system continues to function. In contrast, larger cache

sizes can increase the system throughput to the limit that can

be achieved by the credentials lookup mechanism. A system

with a hundred thousand active flows requires less than two

Megabytes of memory to operate in this regime. With current

technology, this memory requirement is feasible to implement

in a practical system.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a capabilities-based net-

work protocol that uses data path credentials to closely control

traffic on every hop. We have shown that credentials that are

based on Bloom filter data structures can efficiently imple-

ment capabilities and can provide probabilistic guarantees on

permitting only valid traffic to traverse the network. We have

provided a detailed security analysis that allows a quantita-

tive evaluation of the capabilities of the system for unicast,

multicast, and network coding uses. The results show that

adding credentials with as few as 64 bits to packets can reduce

the probability that attack traffic can reach its destination to

a fraction of a percent. In addition, results from a practical

implementation of the protocol on Emulab show that less

than one percent of attack traffic passes the first hop and

the performance overhead can be as low as 6% for large file

transfers.

Since router system can be easily extended to generate and

validate credentials in the data path, we believe this design

provides a practical solution to provide inherent security

capabilities in the next-generation Internet architecture.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we derive the estimated number of bits,

b(m, k, n), that are set in a Bloom filter of size m with k hash

functions when n elements have been entered (see Figure 6

for an illustration of the parameters). We first determine the

probabilities for 0’s and 1’s in the Bloom filter data structure.

The probability that a bit is not set by a single hash function

depends on the size (i.e., m) of the Bloom filter data structure:

P [bit not set by single hash function] = 1−
1

m
.

When using k hash functions, the probability that a bit is set

by none of these hash functions is

P [bit not set by k hash functions] =

(

1−
1

m

)k

.

Note that for this analysis we assume that hash functions

yield independent and uniformly distributed hashes (as it is

the case for cryptographic hash functions). With n elements

in the Bloom filter (i.e., n router credentials aggregated in

credentials c), a bit in c is not set with probability

P [bit not set by n elements] =

(

1−
1

m

)kn

.

Accordingly, the probability that a bit is set to 1 in the

aggregate credentials is:

P [bit set by n elements] = 1−

(

1−
1

m

)kn

.

This probability applies to all m bits in the Bloom filter. Thus,

the expected number of bits set to 1 in a Bloom filter of size

m with k hash functions and n elements is thus

b(m, k, n) = m ·

(

1−

(

1−
1

m

)kn
)

,

which is the result used in Equation 3.
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